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COMMANDO! 
Mini GAME
SYSTEM RULES

1.0 COMPONENTS
This Mini Game is complete if it includes: 40 game pieces (units), 18 campaign cards, 1 11x17” map, and this rules and and this rules and scenario sheet. 
If any parts are missing or damaged, please write to:
Decision Games, Mini Game Support, PO Box 21598, Bakersfield, CA 93390-1598. Please register this game purchase on-line at: 
www.decisiongames.com
Players must provide one or more six-sided dice (six is ideal).
 
2.0 INTRODUCTION
COMMANDO! is a solitaire wargame system in which the player takes command of a Commando force conducting daring, if sometimes unsavory, missions behind enemy lines. The Opposition Force (OPFOR) is controlled by the game system via a deck of “OPFOR” Event Cards. The game is played in scenarios, in which you must accomplish various missions, generated by Mission Cards. 

The game includes a campaign scenario, allowing you to link the individual missions into a larger campaign.

Each game includes this rulesbook, plus a Scenario sheet describing the specifics of the game itself. Any specific scenario rules supersede the rules in this Standard Rules book.

3.0 THE MAP
Each game in the series shows a Theater of Operations. The map depicts the following.

Spaces. Locations in which you place units. Different types of spaces are described on the Terrain Effects Chart. 
Bases. Special spaces from which you stage missions.
Routes. These are the lines connecting spaces. Players move their units via routes. 
Recruit Box. This is a convenient place to put units which are not in play, or which were destroyed due to combat or other game actions. These units may sometimes be returned to play. 
Air Available. Place airstrikes and helicopters that you purchased here.
Ops. Keep track of the current number of Operations. 
KIA. Keep track of the current number of eliminated units. 
OPFOR Bin. This is a wide mouth opaque container, such as a coffee mug, 
	a convenient place to put OPFOR units when not on the map. 

4.0 PLAYING PIECES
The square cardboard pieces are called units. Scenario rules provide more information about their set-up. The following game definitions apply to the various playing pieces.

Friendly Units. These are the units controlled by the player. 
Enemy or OPFOR Units. These are the units controlled by the game system and that will sometimes fight friendly forces and vice versa.
Firepower. The basic amount of combat power of the unit; in combat, this is the number of dice the unit throws to attempt to destroy enemy units.
Movement. The basic number of spaces the unit can move in a turn. 
The reverse of the counter references any special rule for it, if any.
Objective Markers. These are special units and are explained in their own section. 
Ops. Indicates the number of Ops you have remaining. 
KIA (Killed in Action). Indicates the overall number of eliminated units. 

5.0 CARDS
There are two types of cards: Mission and OPFOR cards. These are explained under their respective rules sections.

6.0 HOW TO WIN 
The game is played in missions. Each mission will require you to draw one Mission Card. This will state the objective (mission). If you have fulfilled this “mission” by the end of the game, you win.
The mission will require you to do one or both of the following.

6.1 Recover
You must move at least this number of Real Objectives back to a friendly Base.

6.2 KIA
KIA must achieve this level or higher. 
If you do not accomplish the Mission Objective by the end of the game, you lose. 

7.0 HOW TO SET UP THE GAME
i) Place all OPFOR units in the OPFOR bin. 
ii) Shuffle the Event Cards together and place them face down in the draw deck.
iii) Shuffle the Mission Cards together and place them face down in a separate pile.
iv) Draw at random one Mission Card and read it.
v) Place objective markers on the map via the Random Objective Location Table. 
vi) Create your starting order of battle by purchasing Commando units for the scenario with Recruit Points. 
vii) Place all un-purchased Commando units in the Recruit Box. 
viii) Place the operations marker in the space designated by the Mission Card. Place the KIA marker in the zero space.
ix) The mission is now ready to be played.

8.0 MISSION CARDS
Each Mission card has the following information.

1) Situation. The number of Objective markers you will place for the mission. 
2) Mission. What you have to do to win the scenario. 
3) Execution. The number of operations (turns) in the scenario.
4) Logistics. The number of recruit points you have to build your force.
5) Command and Signal (C2). The number of leaders with which you begin the scenario. 
 
9.0 RECRUITING
Each commando unit costs a designated number of Recruit Points (RP) as listed on the Recruit Table. Place recruited ground units in any base. Place recruited air units in the Air Available Box. Unused RP are lost.

10.0 HOW TO PLAY THE GAME
The following parameters define game play.

10.1 Game length
The game lasts until the operations (Ops) marker reaches zero. 

10.2 Stacking
Stacking is having more than one unit in a single space. The player may have a maximum of six ground units in a space at the end of a movement segment. Leaders, air units, OPFOR, and objective markers do not count. Any number of units may move through a particular space as long as stacking limits are observed at the end of a movement segment. An unlimited number of units may be stacked in a Base.

10.3 Force
A “force” is a group of units in the same space, conducting an operation together. A force can consist of a single unit or more than one unit. All units in a force must start in the same space. They must move together. You may not pick up or drop off units from a force. 
A force moves no faster than the slowest unit in the force. If you have more than one unit starting in a space, you may form some of them into a force and leave the rest behind the starting space.
Example. You have three units in a space. You could form them into one combined force (of three units), or two forces (one of two units which then moves, and a second of one unit which stays behind, or vice versa). 

11.0 OPERATIONS (OPs)
Each Mission card will assign you a number of Operations (abbreviated “Ops”) you can use during a scenario. Use the Ops Track to keep track. One Operation is defined as one force of units taking the following actions.

1) Movement Segment. You move one operational force up to its maximum allotted movement allowance. 
2) Event Card Segment. Pick an Event Card. The instructions on it are implemented by the player and affect the space in which the force ended its move. 
3) Combat Segment. If there are any OPFOR units in the space entered (which may be generated by the event card), you must engage in combat.
4) Objective Segment. If there is a face-down objective marker in the space, pick a second Event card, and resolve it (that is, return to step 2 above). If you have any surviving units, then flip that marker face up. 
Example. In one Op, you may move one force, then you must draw an Event card. Then, if enemy forces are present in the force’s space (due to the card draw), you must engage in combat. One Op, therefore, consists of all of the above actions. 
 
12.0 MULTIPLE OPERATIONS
A single unit or force of units can conduct any number of operations per scenario, as long as you expend one “Op” for each operation. You do not have to use your full number of operations for a mission if you win before then. 

13.0 END OF SCENARIO
When you have conducted your last operation, the scenario comes to an end. 

14.0 VARIABLE OPS
Certain Event Cards will increase or decrease the number of Ops in a scenario. If the number of Ops is reduced to zero or less, the game immediately ends. 

15.0 GROUND MOVEMENT
During a force’s Movement Segment, you may move that force any number of spaces, up to its movement value. 
Example. A unit with a movement of “2” may move two, one or no spaces during a Movement segment. 

If there is more than one unit in a force, they must move together. They use the movement of the slowest unit. You may not pick up or drop off units from a moving force—they must stick together.
15.1 Stopping
You must stop and move no farther with a unit if it enters a space for which the Terrain Effects Chart indicates “STOP.” Also, a force must stop if it enters a space with an Objective Marker. 

15.2 Airfield Move
Certain Event Cards will allow you to move ground units (any types) from an airfield to any other airfield. Simply pick up the units in a force and move them. This uses all movement for that force for the operation. 

15.3 Water Move
Certain Event Cards will allow you to move ground units (any types) via water routes. You move from one shore across the water and end on land. This uses all movement for that force for the operation.

15.4 Transport
Some units may be transported by other units. This will be indicated by the individual game. To transport an eligible unit, that unit must start in the same space as a friendly unit with a movement of “1” or more. It is picked up and moved with the transporting unit, using the latter’s movement allowance; it must stay with the transporting unit for the entire move. Such units may make an airfield or water move, but only if transported by another unit. If the transporting unit is eliminated, so is the transported unit. You may debark a transported unit at the end of any movement.

16.0 EVENT CARDS
At the conclusion of a force’s movement, you must pick an Event Card. The force must have actually moved from at least one space to another for the card pick. The card is picked from the top of the deck. 
If the force entered a space with a face down objective marker, draw one card normally, and implement it immediately. If there are any surviving Commando units, then you must also pick a second card and implement it immediately. 

Note. Once an Objective is revealed (even through Recon efforts), a second event card is not drawn. 

Event cards may have the following information:

OPFOR Units. The player picks at random the indicated number of OPFOR units from the bin, and places them in the present space. These will trigger combat in the force’s ensuing combat segment. 
Reinforcements. If a card calls for you to receive commando units, they are received at no RP cost. 
Win/Lose. If your force wins that battle, certain cards award a number of additional 
	Ops. If your force loses the battle, certain cards deduct a number of your Ops. 

16.1 Event Card Disposition
Generally, Event Cards are placed in a separate discard pile after they have been picked and played. If all the cards have been drawn, then reshuffle all discards and start the OPFOR deck anew. Some cards will specifically require a reshuffling of the deck.
Intel cards you hold in your hand are not reshuffled.

Intel Cards
If you have fulfilled the condition on an Intel card (if any), you may keep it. Simply place the card in front of you, to be played at a time of your choosing. When you decide to play it, implement one of the listed special events, and then you must place the card in the discard pile. 

Note. Playing an Intel Card costs no Ops; it’s a free operation. Further, the instructions on any Event Card supersedes all other rules in the rules book.

17.0 BASES
When one of your forces completes a move in a printed base, you do not pick an Event Card.

18.0 OPFOR UNITS
OPFOR units are temporarily placed on the map as the result of events. They are placed in the same space as the force that triggered the card draw. OPFOR units are automatically removed from the map after the battle concludes, and placed back in the OPFOR bin. They may be temporarily eliminated by combat, but are always returned to the OPFOR bin (unless a scenario specified otherwise). 

19.0 COMBAT (BATTLE)
Combat is triggered when a force of your units is in the same space as OPFOR units. This will occur as a result of Event Card draws. All combat occurs during the Combat segment. 
Because each force must move individually, generally, you will not be able to combine different forces in the same combat. However, if there were other units already in the space, and a moving force entered that same space, those units will also participate in combat generated by an Event Card draw. 

19.1 Battle Procedure
Each combat must go through the following stages. 

1) Determine which side has Tactical Superiority. Roll one die for the Commando Force, and another die for the OPFOR; if either side has a leader with its force, add “1” (+1) to that side’s die roll (but never more than one, even if multiple 
	leaders are present with either side). The side with the higher total has Tactical Superiority. If the net die rolls are even, the Commandos have Tactical Superiority. 
2) First Round of Battle. Once Tactical Superiority has been determined, line up all of the OPFOR units in the order of the strongest firepower to the weakest. If more than one unit has the same firepower, place them in any order you want. Next, line up all of the Commando units in any order you prefer.
	If the Commandos have Tactical Superiority, they fire first. The player fires the first unit in line at any OPFOR unit. If the OPFOR has Tactical Superiority, they fire first with their first (strongest) unit in line at the first unit in the Commando line. 
To “fire” a unit, roll a quantity of dice equal to the firing unit’s firepower rating, and then cross-index each die roll with the Battle Results Table. Losses are inflicted upon the targeted unit immediately.
Note. Each side has its own Battle Results Table.

Next, the side that does not have Tactical Superiority fires with one unit, per above. 

Note. A unit that was hit in combat (eliminated or panicked) before now is not eligible to fire (this is why Tactical Superiority is important). 

Opposing units alternate firing, one unit at a time (and inflicting any casualties immediately), until all qualified units have fired during that “round.” A unit that is eliminated or panicked may not fire. If one side has more units than the other, after alternating fire between the opposing forces, that side fires all of its remaining units.
3) Second Round of Battle.If both sides have surviving units, a second round of battle begins. This repeats the procedure of the first round. Start with determining Tactical Superiority. 
4) Continuing Rounds of Battle. Upon completion of any second round of battle, a third (and then a fourth, fifth, etc., if necessary) round is executed, following the same procedure. Continue this procedure until all of the units of one side have been eliminated or have panicked.
	Whichever side has at least one un-panicked unit remaining at the end of a round of combat is considered the winner. 

Note. Because of the alternating fire procedure, it is not possible for both sides to be entirely eliminated and/or panicked.

19.2 Battle Results Table Results
Roll one die per each firing unit firepower factor. Results are as follows.
Elimination. Remove the targeted unit from the map. If it is an OPFOR unit, put it back in the bin. If it is a Commando unit, place it in the Recruit Pool. 

Panic. Flip the unit over. It may not fire for the remainder of the battle. If it receives another panic (or elimination) result it is eliminated. 

Note. All units are affected the same by a die roll result, regardless of the unit’s type or strength. If a unit suffers an Elimination and a Panic result, ignore the Panic result and remove the unit from the map.

No Effect. Nothing happens. 
No Overkill. If firing inflicts more than one elimination on a targeted unit, or more than two panics, those losses are not applied to other units.

20.0 WINNING A BATTLE 
If the Commando force wins the battle, any panicked OPFOR units are placed into the OPFOR bin. Panicked Commando units are flipped back to their un-panicked face-up side.

Gaining Ops. Increase the Ops available by the number listed on the Event card.

21.0 LOSING A BATTLE
All surviving OPFOR are placed in the bin. All panicked Commando units are flipped back to their un-panicked face-up side.

Losing Ops. Decrease the Ops available by the number listed on the Event card.

22.0 KILLED IN ACTION (KIA)
The KIA Track tallies the total casualties that are inflicted during the game. At the start of a mission, place the KIA marker in the “0” space of the KIA Track.
Each time an OPFOR unit is eliminated, the KIA marker goes up one space. Each time a Commando unit is eliminated, the KIA marker goes down two spaces. The KIA marker will also go down one space each time a Commando unit becomes panicked.  

Note. Panicked OPFOR units do not count as KIA. 

If commando casualties decrease the KIA marker below zero, flip the KIA marker over to its reverse side, and down the track into the negative range.
If the KIA marker is in the negative range at the end of the mission (too many Commando 
casualties), you have lost the game, even if you accomplished the Mission. 

23.0 OBJECTIVE Markers
Objective markers are placed onto the map via the Mission Card instructions. Each objective marker is placed on the map via a dice roll (two 6-sided dice, rolled together as a total), and consulting the Random Objective Location  Table. Cross-index the dice roll total with the location line on the Table and place an Objective marker in the space indicated. If the result is a location where an objective marker is already present, then roll for another location. 
When placing any objective markers, they are always placed face down. They are revealed only if one of the following conditions apply.

a) A Commando unit is the space at the end of an Op (that is, survived two Event cards); or
b) if you play a card allowing an “Intel” action, in which case you can reveal one; or
c) via the Recon rule.

Once an objective marker is flipped (revealed), it remains face up for the rest of the game. 

Note. Objective markers on the map stop movement of forces entering their space. When on the map, they do not engage in combat, nor are they affected by combat. See the Transport rule for captured Objectives. 

Objectives may not move by themselves, but specific scenarios do allow some objective markers to be transported. 

24.0 LEADERS
Leader markers may be assigned by a Mission card, and/or may appear after winning a battle, explained as follows.
If a battle is won by a force, roll one six-sided die for that force; if the roll is a “6,” the player selects one leader from the recruit pool (if available) and placed in the same space with that winning force.

Note. If all of the leaders are already on the map, no additional leader can appear.

Leaders are considered units for all game purposes. If a player has a Leader with a force engaged in combat, he adds a “+1” die roll modifier to the Tactical Superiority die roll.  More than one Leader in a force does not provide additional bonuses. If a leader is killed, he may not be replaced in a mission.

25.0 PARATROOPERS
Paratrooper qualified units (per the scenario) may make airborne insertions. To do so, they must start in a base printed with an airfield symbol. You then pick up one or more paratroopers from that base, and simply place them on any single other space on the map. Next, roll one six-sided die per each paratrooper and consult the Airborne Insertion Table; apply the cross-indexed outcome indicated for that die roll result. After the insertion, the paratrooper unit may not move any further.
An airborne insertion is considered one operation; pick an Event Card for that paratrooper force after it lands.
Each paratrooper unit is eligible to conduct one airborne insertion attempt per game, regardless of the outcome.
Note. Airborne insertions are different from airfield to airfield moves, and they do not require an Intel card play. 

26.0 PSYOP
If there is a PSYOP qualified unit with a Commando force which draws an Event card, you may discard that  card without playing it, and draw a substitute card. Each force may do this one time per
Event card segment, even if there is more than one PSYOP qualified unit with that force.

27.0 SAPPERS
Sapper units, if stacked with a force, can facilitate the resolution of certain events. Sappers allow a Commando force to continue movement through terrain and Objective markers that normally requires a moving unit to stop (per the Terrain Effects Chart). 

28.0 SUPPLY COLUMN
Supply column markers, if stacked with a force, can facilitate the resolution of certain events, as well provide other benefits, per the optional rules.

29.0 AIRSTRIKES
The player places purchased Airstrikes in the Air Available Box. They are available to support ground combat operations. 
To call in an airstrike, the player simply picks up one or more available airstrikes from the Air Available Box, and places them on the map in the same space as a Commando force engaged in combat. The airstrike adds a number of die rolls equal to its  firepower rating to the ground combat of any one Commando unit..

Note. Using airstrikes does not count as an additional Op.

Airstrikes are never affected by enemy fire (unless a scenario has specific anti-aircraft rules). Furthermore, airstrikes themselves may not attack OPFOR units directly; they may only ever be placed in a space where a Commando force conducts ground combat. 

Availability Check 
After using an airstrike for any game action, roll one six-sided die; if the die roll result is an even number, the airstrike is returned to the Air Available Box, but if an odd number is rolled, the airstrike is placed in the Recruit Box.

30.0 HELICOPTERS 
The player places purchased Helicopters in the Air Available Box. Helicopters function like airstrikes, except that helicopters can be affected by enemy fire.

Additionally, each helicopter can transport (move) one Commando unit from that Commando’s current space to any other space on the map, even if no airfield is present in that space. Helicopter transport is an operation and the transported Commando unit may not have moved before, or move after being transported.

Multiple helicopters may move multiple individual Commando units together, if they start and end in the same spaces.

A helicopter can use its combat strength to support any Commando combat in the space in which the transport move ends.

Availability check also applies to helicopters.

31.0 CAMPAIGN GAME
COMMANDO! can be played as a series of games.
At the conclusion of a scenario, return all of your units to the Recruit Pool. You keep any leaders who survived that scenario. Other units must be recruited again normally to be brought back into play. After the first scenario, you do not receive additional leaders via scenario cards, only via winning battles. However, eliminated leaders may be replaced in future scenarios. 
At the start of the next scenario, reset the Ops and KIA tracks to zero.

31.1 If you won the scenario
1) Remove that Mission Card from the deck.
2) Keep any unexpended RP. 
3) For each KIA you inflicted, gain one RP. 
4) For each Real Objective you returned to base above the minimum you needed to win that Mission, you roll one die and gain that number of additional RP. 
5) However, in the next scenario to be played, when OPFOR units are called for, pick 
	one additional OPFOR unit per battle (to the counter limit). This is one extra unit per Mission you have accomplished.



31.2 If you did not win a scenario 

1) Reshuffle that Mission card back into the deck, and you can potentially pick it again. 
2) Keep any unexpended RP. 
3) For each KIA you inflicted, gain one RP.

31.3 Winning the Campaign
You win the campaign only when you have won all of the scenarios. However, if you lose any two scenarios in a row, you lose the campaign.


